
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 10, pp. 749 { 755 c 2012 November 25Whispering gallery like modes along pinned vorticesP.Marecki, R. Sch�utzholdFakult�at f�ur Physik, Universit�at Duisburg-Essen, 47057 Duisburg, GermanySubmitted 20 June 2012Resubmitted 22 October 2012We study sound propagation in stationary and locally irrotational vortex ows where the circulation iswound around a long (rotating) cylinder, using Unruh's formalism of acoustic space-times. Apart from theusual scattering solutions, we �nd anomalous modes which are bound to the vicinity of the cylinder and prop-agate along its axis { similar to whispering gallery modes. These modes exist for subsonic and supersonic owvelocities. In the supersonic case (corresponding to an e�ective ergo-region in the acoustic space-time), theycan even have zero frequency ! = 0 and thus the associated quasi-particles with E = ~! = 0 are easy to excitefrom an energetic point of view. Hence they should be relevant for the question of stability or instability ofthis setup.Introduction. The full characterisation of soundmodes propagating within a given ow pro�le is a ma-jor problem in uid dynamics and often reveals veryrich physics. Even for stationary ows, which admita separation ansatz where the linear perturbations canbe labelled by their conserved frequency !, this prob-lem is highly non-trivial: For static systems, dependingon what sort of scenario is considered, the dynamics ofperturbations is governed by equations of Schr�odingeri@t = H or d'Alembert @2t� = D� type. In suchcases the full characterisation of solutions follows fromthe spectral analysis of the di�erential operators H orD. For stationary systems, however, the following inher-ent di�culty appears. The equations assume the form@2t�+A @t� = B�, where the two operators A and B donot commute in general, and therefore their spectral con-tent has no direct signi�cance for the problem at hand.As a result, questions like the completeness of solutionsor the existence of unstable modes with =(!) < 0 arefar more di�cult to address.The wave equation for sound in a locally irrotationaland stationary background ow has the form mentionedabove, @2t� + A @t� = B�. Precisely the same struc-ture arises for scalar �elds propagating in a stationaryspace-time. Moreover, as discovered by Unruh [1], thereis an exact correspondence between the two cases. Letus consider a uid with density % and velocity v, whosepressure p is a function of % only: p = p(%), i.e., the uidis barotropic. The perturbations, i.e., sound waves, canbe parametrised by a single potential � via �v = r�and �% = % _�=c2s. Neglecting viscosity, they obey thesame wave equation as a scalar �eld in a curved space-time described by the e�ective acoustic metric [1]ds2 = %cs �c2sdT 2 � (dR� v dT )2� ; (1)

where T , R are the laboratory coordinates and cs is thespeed of sound: c2s = dp=d%. This mathematical corre-spondence allows us make use of standard geometricaltools and concepts, usually employed in general relativ-ity, in uid dynamics.Vortex ow. In the following, we consider a sta-tionary and locally irrotationalr�v = 0 ow around along cylinder, cf. Fig. 1. Aligning the coordinate Z-axis
Fig. 1. Sketch (not to scale) of the considered setupwith the symmetry axis of the cylinder, we assume theow velocity to be v = v(R)e' in cylindrical coordi-nates Z;R; '. The condition r � v = 0 then impliesv = e'�=R, where � determines the circulation.For normal uids, such a pro�le approximates thestationary ow around a rotating cylinder: If the uid isincompressibler �v = 0, the above velocity pro�le pro-vides an exact solution of the Navier{Stokes equations(similar to a tornado away from the core). While thissolution gets modi�ed in more realistic models of nor-mal uids, for super-uids (such as 4He II), vorticity canonly occur in the form of vortices with a quantized circu-lation, which is thus topologically stabilised and not soeasy to create (or destroy). The ow pro�le v = e'�=Rthen corresponds to a vortex which is pinned around a�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012 749



750 P.Marecki, R. Sch�utzholdlong cylinder (e.g., wire), where � is an integer multipleof the circulation quantum �0 = ~=MHe [2].In uid dynamics, it is often useful to express theproblem in terms of dimensionless quantities (such asRossby number) in order to exploit the scaling symme-tries. Here, we do the same and choose the sound veloc-ity at in�nity cs(R " 1) � c1 as reference scale. Usingthe circulation � we introduce a length unit L1 = �=c1and an angular frequency unit !1 = c21=�. By rescalingthe laboratory coordinates T and R, to get dimension-less t and r, we also �nd that (1) becomesds2 ==�c ��c2 � 1r2� dt2 + 2dt d'� dr2 � r2d'2 � dz2� ; (2)where c(r) = cs(r)=c1 is the dimensionless sound speedwhich approaches unity at in�nity. Similarly, the nor-malised density reads �(r) = %(r)=%1. For typical u-ids, both of the above functions decrease when approach-ing the cylinder where the velocity v increases and thusthe pressure p drops. In case of 4He II this decrease isbelow 20% for typical parameters.The coordinates t; z, and ' have their standardranges, but r is restricted to r 2 (rw ;+1), where rw isthe rescaled wire radius. Note that the acoustic space-time (2) may possess an ergo-region [3], where g00 < 0.This is the case for small enough radii r < 1=c, if such rare in the allowed range, that is, if rw < 1=c(rw). Fromthe laboratory point of view appearance of ergo-regionmeans that the ow velocity v exceeds the local speed ofsound cs in a region. As we shall see, this has profoundconsequences for the sound modes.Geometric acoustics. Sound propagation in thepresence of an irrotational background ow can conve-niently be described using Unruh's formalism [1]. Soundmodes in the vortex pro�le are solutions of the waveequation of a massless scalar �eld in the space-time withthe metric (2). However, before investigating the fullwave equation, let us get some insight via the WKB ap-proximation { which amounts to studying sound rays.They are null geodesics in the space-time (2), and as weshall see they are easily found. We search for curvesxa(�) satisfying the geodesic equation �xa +�abc _xb _xc = 0with _xb = dxb=d� and �xa = d2xa=d�2, where the a�neparameter � can be chosen arbitrarily. We �nd thatthe problem is reduced to quadratures due to existenceof four independent �rst integrals. The space-time (2)admits three symmetries with the Killing vectors @t,@', and @z. Via the Noether theorem, this implies theconservation of the energy E = 
(f _t + _'), the an-gular momentum J = 
(r2 _' � _t), and the axial mo-mentum P = 
_z. Here, the notation 
 = �(r)=c(r)

and f = c2 � 1=r2 is introduced for brevity. To-gether with the null ray condition _xa _xa = 0, we canexpress all velocities in terms of these �rst integrals,e.g., _t = (E � J=r2)=(
c2) and _' = (E + fJ)=(
c2r2)as well as _z = P=
. The remaining radial equation reads
2 _r2 + P 2 == E2c2 � J2c2 + 2EJc2r2 + J2c2r4 = E2 � Ve�(r); (3)where we have introduced the e�ective potential Ve�(r)which also contains the term E2(1� 1=c2).The sound rays can now be classi�ed by the fol-lowing arguments. For r " 1, the e�ective potentialVe�(r) vanishes. Hence all scattering solutionsmust haveE2 � P 2. For r # 0, of the other hand, the e�ective po-tential Ve�(r) diverges Ve�(r # 0) # �1 for J 6= 0. Thusrays are strongly attracted by the vortex in its vicinity.There is a cut-o� in r, however, provided by rw (wireradius), where the sound rays are reected. If, due torw, the potential Ve�(r) is monotonically decreasing forall r > rw , then only scattering solutions (E2 � P 2)exist. If, however, there are local minima of Ve�(r) at �-nite r 2 [rw;1), bound rays sitting at those minima (oroscillating around them) will exist. As one may easilyinfer from the structure of Eq. (3), this can always beachieved by tuning the angular momentum J . Choos-ing, e.g., J = �E, we see that Ve�(r) is strictly negative(assuming c � 1 everywhere; see below), and that therewill exist rays bouncing o� rw inde�nitely. Note thatthese are counter-rotating rays, i.e., propagating againstthe vortex ow.In the special case of constant c and � (i.e., 
 = 1),these qualitative arguments can be made precise. Themaximum of Ve�(r) is at r� = p2J=(J + 2E) whereV 0e�(r�) = 0. Let J , E be �xed and rw; P adjustable. Forrw > r� we only have scattering rays, otherwise there ex-ist also bound rays. Generally, for arbitrarily large wireradii rw, one can �nd values of J and E for which thereexists no maximum of Ve� (r� is imaginary), and there-fore bound rays exist. For small J , the radius r� goesto zero { i.e., bound states require a minimum angularmomentum. Finally, for large J , the radius r� ! p2which is outside the ergo-region at r = 1.Surprisingly, in the special case of constant c and �(i.e., 
 = 1) as above, the problem of �nding null orbits,r('), is exactly soluble in terms of elliptic functions (see[4]), the reason being not-more-than quartic dependenceof Ve�(r) on 1=r, as is also the case in the general rela-tivistic Kepler problem, for example. We note that theJ2=r4-term is crucial for the universal existence of boundstates of sound as discussed above. As we shall see later,this remains correct for the full wave equation. However,�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Whispering gallery like modes along pinned vortices 751available treatments [5{7] of the subject of propagationof waves in vortex backgrounds introduce assumptions,which e�ectively eliminate this term. While this leadsto the radial equation of simple Bessel form, it also isthe reason why the family of bound states reported uponhere is not to be found in the literature [5{7].Wave acoustics. In what follows, the full waveequation will be considered. To this end, let us �rst dis-cuss the �eld expressions for E, J , and P . They can beobtained from the pseudo energy-momentum tensor [8]Tab[�] = (@a�)(@b�)� 12 gab gcd (@c�)(@d�); (4)where � is the velocity potential �v =r� of the soundwaves �v and gab is the acoustic metric (2). For eachKilling vector �eld �, we get a conserved �eld quantity� = R dSa Tab �b. This means, in particular, that � isindependent of the (laboratory) time t. As usual, in-variance under time-translations leads to the conservedenergy,E[�] = Z d3r �2c2 � _�2 + c2[r�]2 � 1r4 [@'�]2� ; (5)where Minkowski scalar product is implied in the term[r�]2, i.e., [r�]2 = (@r�)2+(@z�)2+(@'�)2=r2. Theenergy functional is positive de�nite as long as c2s > v2everywhere, i.e., c2 > 1=r2w. This is not anymore thecase if the space-time contains an ergo-region. Thetwo remaining conserved functionals following from theKilling vector �elds @z and @', are the axial momentumP [�] = Z d3r �2c2 �@t� + 1r2 @'�� @z�; (6)and similarly the angular momentum J [�] after replac-ing @z� ! @'�. Another useful concept can be in-troduced if we admit complex solutions (potentials) �.True velocity potentials are always real, of course, andcan be derived from the complex � as usual via the real(or imaginary) part. Due to the U(1) gauge-invarianceof the wave equation for such complex potentials, theKlein{Fock{Gordon inner product of two solutions(�1j�2) = i2 Z d3r��1 ��������!�@t + 1r2 @'��2; (7)with ��1 !@a�2 = ��1@a�2��2@a��1 is conserved, i.e., in-dependent of the Cauchy surface over which it is taken(in particular: independent of t).Separation ansatz. In view of the symmetries, weconsider the following separation ansatz�(t; r; '; z) = �(r) expf�i!t+ im'+ ipzzg: (8)

For such solutions �, the conserved quantities are re-lated to the inner product via E[�] = !(�j�), P [�] == pz(�j�), and J [�] = m(�j�). Since (�j�) and E[�]are always real, solutions with complex frequencies { ifthey exist { would need to have (�j�) = 0 and E[�] = 0.In the absence of an ergoregion, E[�] is positive de�niteand thus all frequencies are real, i.e., the ow is lin-early stable [9]. Furthermore, the pseudo-norm (�j�)of our modes (not guaranteed to be positive) and theirfrequency ! have the same sign in this case. As a re-sult, creation and annihilation operators are associatedto modes with positive and negative frequencies, respec-tively. In the case with an ergo-region, the energy canbecome negative and hence this property is no longertrue. This can lead to interesting and related phenom-ena such as super-radiance [10] and the Klein paradox[11]. Since a given frequency ! > 0 can be associated toboth, creation and annihilation operators, one can havea mixing of the two and thus phenomena like particlecreation.By inserting the above separation ansatz (8) into thewave equation we reduce it to a single ordinary di�eren-tial equation (in radial direction):�� 1r� ddr r� ddr + !2�1� 1c2�++m2c2 + 2m!c2r2 � m2c2r4 �� == H� = �!2 � p2z�� = ��: (9)This main equation of our sound-propagation problemhas several interesting features [4]. First of all, because� ! 1 and c ! 1 at r " 1, the solutions �(r) at larger are either oscillating, for !2 > p2z, or exponentiallydecaying, for !2 < p2z. In complete analogy to the rayproblem, we call the �rst type of solutions the scatteringmodes, and the second the bound-state modes. Findingthese modes is then reduced to an eigenvalue problemH� = �� with H = D + V , where D stands for the \ki-netic part" involving r-derivatives and V is the e�ectivepotential. Note that Ve�(r) in the sound-ray problemcorresponds to V on identi�cation of E and J with !and m, respectively. For the scalar productf�1j�2g = 1Zrw rdr �(r)��1(r)�2(r); (10)the operator H is self-adjoint if the Neumann boundarycondition at rw is assumed �0(rw) = 0, which wouldjust reect the fact that perturbations can not penetratethe wire. Even though neither is H the Hamiltonianof the problem, nor is the scalar product (10) distin-guished by the geometry, both of these elements su�ce�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



752 P.Marecki, R. Sch�utzholdfor the following general statements. First of all, H hasbound states, � < 0, only if one can �nd test func-tions  such that f jHj g < 0. The kinetic part, D,is always non-negative, and therefore bound states canonly exist if V is su�ciently negative. A lower boundon the eigenvalue � can be obtained via the minimum ofV(r). Then, for general pro�les of c(r) and �(r) with theaforementioned asymptotics, we can prove the followingstatements, which are the main result of this paper:I. Bound states with ! = 0 can only exist if theuid velocity (as seen by laboratory observers) exceedsthe local speed of sound somewhere c(r) < 1=r, i.e., ifthe acoustic space-time has an ergo-region. OtherwiseV(! = 0) and thus also H are non-negative (no boundstates).II. Bound states with m = 0 can only exist if cs be-comes su�ciently smaller than c1 near the wire. Themechanism for bound states in this case is just the totalreection from the region with larger speed of sound {which can also occur in a non-rotating uid.III. Independently of the mechanism of II, caused bythe !2 term in V , the other terms in V can only allowfor bound states with m! > 0 (i.e., co-rotating) if theuid ow is locally supersonic, as in I.IV. For any radius of the central wire, rw, there arealways bound states for some (possibly large) values ofangular quantum number m and frequency !.We begin justi�cation of the statements by argu-ing that quite generally the velocity of sound dropstowards the axis of rotation: the Bernoulli theorem(v2=2 + h(%) = const for a free stationary ow) im-plies that the speci�c enthalpy h(%) drops towards theaxis, because v increases. Thus the pressure p andthe density % must decrease near the wire. For a largefamily of uids the Gr�uneisen parameter, / dcs=d%, ispositive (e.g., for 4He II at T = 0, we have dcs=d% 22 [2:2; 2:9]� cs=% [12]), and therefore the speed of soundis also a monotonically decreasing function of r. Thusthe term !2(1 � 1=c2) in V is negative. For su�cientlylarge !, one could get bound states for m = 0 via totalreection, see point II. However, if the variation of c(r)is small the frequencies required for bound states mightbe too large for the underlying uid dynamic descriptionto be valid.In contrast, the bound states for m 6= 0 mentionedin point IV can occur for smaller values of !, for whichuid dynamics is valid, and might even dominate themacroscopic behaviour of the uid (as in the instabilityof the Taylor{Couette ow [13]). Let us prove the ex-istence of states of type IV. To this end, we exploit thefreedom of varying parameters in the operator H, whilekeeping a single test function  (r) �xed. In the poten-

tial V we are free to adjust m and !. The kinetic partof the expectation value of H is positive, f jDj g > 0,and independent of m and !. On the other hand, forcounter-rotating modes, m! < 0, the expectation valueof V can be made arbitrarily negative: Taking, e.g.,! = �m, we see that f jVj g scales as m2 and is neg-ative f jVj g < 0 for any  6= 0. Thus, if m2 is largeenough, we get f jHj g < 0, i.e., bound states mustexist.Case of constant � and c. The arguments statedabove prove the existence of the bound states for largeenough m, but they do not provide information abouthow large m must be for a given setup and how ! de-pends on pz, for example. To get this information, wenumerically solve Eq. (9) for the special case of constant� and c. Since the family of bound states depends onfour parameters, (rw ; !; pz;m), it is necessary to inves-tigate selected sections of this four-dimensional space.We �rst present examples illustrating general statementsshown above, and subsequently give a more systematicdiscussion of the physically most-relevant case where thesuperuid ow is neither supersonic, nor exceeding theLandau critical velocity anywhere.Illustrative examples. In Fig. 2, we have plotted anexample for the dispersion relations !(pz) of the bound

Fig. 2. Typical dispersion relations for counter-rotatingbound states; here for the case without ergo-region rw == 1:01 and m = �6. The frequency gap !min � 1:3 is ageneric feature for subsonic ows (no ergo-region)states in case of a setup just avoiding supersonic ow, i.e.barely avoiding having an ergo-region, with rw = 1:01.(For such a value of rw general features of dispersionrelations are well discernible.) In agreement with state-ments II and III, we �nd that only counter-rotatingbound states exist, for all values of m < 0 (withoutloss of generality we consider ! > 0). In agreement withstatement I, there is a gap for all modes, i.e., a minimum�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Whispering gallery like modes along pinned vortices 753frequency, of !min � 1:3 below which no bound statesexist. (Note, that the value of !min depends on m andrw, but its existence is generic.) Above this gap, the dis-persion relation quickly becomes approximately linear,which means that these modes propagate with the groupvelocity almost equal c along the vortex. For compari-son, we plotted an example with an ergo-region rw = 0:3in Fig. 3 where the overall change of character of the

Fig. 3. Typical dispersion relations of bound states fora setup including supersonic ow (with an ergo-region);here for rw = 0:3, left plot: counter-rotating modes withm = �5, right plot: co-rotating modes with m = 5spectrum of sound modes is evident. Consistent withpoint III, families of co-rotating modes m > 0 do existin this case. Furthermore, there are co- and counter-rotating bound states which reach ! = 0, cf. point I.Note that the combined t! �t and '! �' symmetryof our set-up implies existence of states with (�!;�m)when states with (!;m) exist, and therefore states with! = 0 are degenerate, and correspond to both signs ofthe angular wavenumber m. Let us also remark thatin all cases the region with j!j > jpzj is �lled with acontinuum of scattering states, which are well known.Quantitative properties of the scattering states lead tothe precise understanding of the fundamental phenom-enon of the Iordanskii force [6, 14, 15] (force acting ona vortex moving against a uniform superow).The apparent softening of the spectrum of soundmodes in the presence of supersonic ows (ergo-regions),as well as the richness of the family of sound modesis remarkable. This brings about the question of ob-servability of the bound-state modes, and in turn thequestion of stability of superuid setups necessary fortheir existence. The problem of stability can, again, beaddressed on di�erent levels of sophistication, includ-ing ones respecting the structure of excitations of thesuperuid (true quantum many-body excitations, Lan-dau criterion). Within the universality class of uiddynamics we have shown in [4] that in the absence ofergo-regions the system is at most marginally unstable.

In the presence of ergo-regions, however, we conjecture,that the situation is the same (no complex frequencies).This is supported by results of semi-numerical studies in[4]. The dynamics of the (possible) marginal instabilityneeds to be considered on the model-dependent basis;for the superuid 4He we refer the reader to the exten-sive discussion in parts VI and VII of [15]. Su�ce us tonote, that should the superow velocity be everywherelower than the Landau critical velocity, current state ofunderstanding of the microscopic theory does not foreseeany mechanism for instability.Background ow below Landau velocity. We presenthere a discussion of the bound states in setups in whichthe superow velocity never exceeds Landau's velocityvL. As vL is typically lower than the speed of sound, c,by a factor of � 4 (for Helium), a setup with (dimen-sionless) rw > 4 will not exhibit superows with v > vL(recall that rw = 1 would correspond to a radius wherev = c). As we shall show, the most serious challenge re-lated to the experimental detection of the bound statescomes from their relatively high frequencies. Below weattempt to �nd conditions where the experimental re-quirements are the least challenging.The most e�cient way for searching through the 4-dimensional parameter space (rw; !; pz;m) for boundstates with lowest ! (in the absence of supersonic ow)is provided by scaling transformations [4]. These stemfrom the fact that the radial equation for constant (�; c)can be written in terms of three variables, (x;K;M),only:x2 = jk=mj r2; K2 = jmkj; M2 = m(m+ 2!);(11)where k = pp2z � !2, and the radial equation assumesthe very elegant form�d2�dx2 � 1x d�dx + M2x2 �+K2 �1� 1x4 �� = 0; (12)with a Neumann boundary condition d�dx jxw = 0. (Thisequation is equivalent to the modi�ed Mathieu equa-tion.) Positions of bound states in the space (xw;K;M)can be interpreted as correspodning to problems withessentially any rw, but the with remaining parameters(!; pz;m) dependent upon the choice (of rw). For thetask at hand we choose rw = 4, and attempt to mini-mize ! over all allowed bound states. Without restrict-ing generality we set m > 0 and �ndm = rwKxw ; ! = 12 �M2m �m� ; (13)9 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



754 P.Marecki, R. Sch�utzholdso that for every position of the bound state in the(xw;K;M) space (to be determined), the m and sub-sequently ! can be computed.Numerical investigation shows that lowest !'s resultfrom the region of small (xw ;K;M) (each of these pa-rameters 6 0:5). In this region, for �xed M , xw of abound state depends almost linearly on K and there-fore the computed m and ! depend only on the slope ofthe line, see Fig. 4. The problem of �nding the lowest-

Fig. 4. Positions of bound states (dark lines) in (K;xw)plane for M = 0:2. Linear relation for xw(K) is evidentfrequency bound state is thus well-posed; an interestingsolution (not optimal) is found in the M = 0:2 cut, withxw = 0:15 and K = 0:129 leading to m = 3:44. Asm must be an integer, we take m = 4 corresponding tothe choice of rw = 4:65 > 4 (background velocity belowthe Landau velocity by a margin of 15%). This gives! � �2 (by symmetry there exists a bound state withm = �4 and ! = 2), and the \radial wavenumber" isk = 4 �10�3 (i.e. the radial extension of the perturbationis about 103 times larger than the wire-radius).We have therefore found a bound state with(rw; !; pz;m) = (4:65; 2; 2;�4). All these values aregiven in dimensionless units; corresponding physicalvalues depend on the units of length/angular frequencyused, which in turn depend on the circulation � of thebackground ow. If a number N of circulation quanta�0 is wound on the wire, than the corresponding unitsscale according to !N = !1=N;LN = L1 �N: (14)(Recall: L1 = �0=c1, !1 = c2=�0.) The challenge as-sociated with large frequencies in case of N = 1 is thefollowing: the dimensionless frequency ! would need tobe multiplied with the unit !1 = 3:6 �1012 s�1, which ex-ceeds the roton frequency in 4He, !rot = 1:15 � 1012 s�1.

Scaling with N allows for lowering of this frequency; al-ready for N = 13 the physical frequency of the boundstate is less than a half of the roton frequency. Thelinearity of the (bulk) dispersion relation of helium IIfor such frequencies, and the required wire radius of(rw � 3 nm), make reliability of the hydrodynamic de-scription plausible, and in turn validate our considera-tions.Conclusions. For a pinned vortex where the owis wound around a cylinder (Fig. 1), we studied soundpropagation via Unruh's formalism of acoustic space-times. The formalism has proved to be especially usefulin this case, as the crux of the problem is quickly reachedand can be studied in depth using well-establishedmeth-ods of classical �eld theory in curved space-times. Ongeneral grounds, we predict the existence of bound statesof sound { whispering gallery like modes { based onthe geometric acoustics approximation as well as the fullwave equation. Assuming the uid dynamical descrip-tion to be valid, these bound states should exist for arbi-trary non-zero circulations � (even in the slowly-rotatingregime), but their e�ects are most relevant for relativelycompact wires with strong circulation.As an example of an (in principle observable) boundstate we have considered a setup with 13 circulationquanta wound on a wire of radius 3 nm (as in Fig. 1). Inthis setup the lowest angular frequency of the (m = �4,counter-rotating) bound state is ! = 5:5 �1011 s�1, and islower than half of the roton frequency. The backgroundsuperow velocity is everywhere below the Landau crit-ical velocity of 60m=s (stemming from the roton dip),and the setup does not allow for acoustic ergo-region.We see no reason for expecting standard instability pathsto set in this case. Existence of bound states of sound,which are localized on distances of the order of �m fromthe wire, should lead to enhanced transmission of sound(with frequencies above the gap !min) along the wire.In this way the vortex acts as a micro-waveguide, withseveral branches of the dispersion relation !(pz;m) as inFig. 2, which are computable (numerically) for a givenwire radius rw and circulation �.One may also consider alternatives to 4He II. Apartfrom normal uids mentioned before, Bose{Einsteincondensates can exhibit a giant vortex [16] on the axisof rotation, where a central external repulsive potentialplays the role of the wire. Such systems o�er additionaldegree(s) of experimental access, but do require a sep-arate derivation of the dispersion relations, for exampleregarding the form of the boundary condition at r = rw.Based on our experience with di�erent boundary con-ditions [4], we expect that bound states do also exist insuch systems. The reported softening of dispersion rela-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Whispering gallery like modes along pinned vortices 755tions for supersonic ows, and its traces in more realisticmodels of rotating super-uids, require further investi-gation.Let us �nally remark that the family of boundstates presented here is distinct from the phenomenon ofKelvin waves, known from normal and super-uid dy-namics. The position of the vortex considered in thispaper is �xed, unable to move or be deformed { whichis the important characteristic associated with Kelvinwaves. Accordingly, the dispersion relation (e.g., inFig. 2) of the modes considered here is much sti�er andmore sound-like than that of the soft Kelvin waves withthe dispersion !(pz) � �p2z log(pz)=2 for small pz, see[2]. Fruitful discussions with P. Stamp, G.Volovik, andW.G.Unruh are gratefully acknowledged. This workwas supported by the DFG (MA4851/1-1, SCHU1557/1-3, SFB-TR12).1. W.G. Unruh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 46, 1351 (1981).2. R. J. Donnelly, Quantized Vortices in Helium II, Cam-bridge University Press, 1991.3. Ergoregion is a standard concept associated with sta-tionary axisymmetric (i.e. rotating) spacetimes. Roughlyspeaking, all particles within the ergoregion are forcedto co-rotate with the spacetime, as seen by non-rotatingobservers far away from the axis of rotation.4. P. Marecki, J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 45, 295501 (2012).5. A. L. Fetter, Phys. Rev. A 136, 1488 (1964).6. M. Stone, Phys. Rev. B 61, 11780 (2000).7. M. Flaig and U.R. Fischer, Phys. Rev. B 74, 224503
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